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Abstract

This work is aimed to investigate main techniques of the cutting-edge model/program/design checkers, such that scalable software model checking may be achieved in future research.

1 Introduction

Software model checking is one of the essential techniques to guarantee system correctness. Being a witness of a shift from the verification of abstract hand-built models of codes, towards the direct verification of implementation level code, in this survey we present the main techniques in model checking, as well as a broad survey of modern tools. We aim to achieve scalable software model checking in future research based on this study.

We propose three survey directions: a) model checking, b) program verification, and c) software modeling. We first go through main milestones of model checking in past twenty years, which include symbolic model checking [BCL90, BCMDH90, GP00], abstraction [CGL92], symmetry reduction [ES94, ES97], partial order reduction [CGMP99, KLMPY98], bounded model checking [AKMM03, BCCFZ99, CBRZ01, CGRPST02], induction [MRS03, SSS00], interpolation [McMillan03], predicate abstraction [HJMK04, HJMS02] and refinement [BCDR04]. Methods successfully addressed these issues did expand the ability of model checking and had been widely adopted in model checkers, such as SPIN [Holzmann97], NuSMV [CCGRPST02], and ALV [YBB05], as well as modern program checkers.

*This is the reading list for Fang’s Major Area Exam.
While model checkers verify general properties in specified languages, program checkers usually verify specific properties of general languages. At the second part, we broadly survey program checkers: JPF [BHPV00], Bandera [CD00], MOPS [CD02, CDW04], Bebop [BR01], Blast [BMMR01, HJM04, HJMQ03], CMC [MPCED02], CBMC [CKY03, CKL04], VeriSoft [Godefroid97], eXplode [YTEM04, YSE06], and WebSSARI [HYHTLK04]. These checkers differ in their algorithms, target language and verified properties. We will focus on the core algorithms and pros/cons of these checkers.

We then delve into software modeling to seek an efficient framework to facilitate scalable model checking. We first look at general modeling languages: JML [LBR06, BCCEKLRLP05], UML [OMG99]/OCL [OCL99, WK98], IOA [GL98], STATEMATE [Harel90], MSC [MSC96, HT03]. These modeling languages are used to formally specify system requirements before code generation/implementation. We believe that ensuring that designs are robust and free from conceptual flaws forms a solid foundation of software system development. Previous researches addressing the correctness of design languages include a) Alur’s work [AY99] for MSC, b) Bogar [DHHRRW06, RDH06, RRD04, RRDH04] for JML, c) Aloca for Alloy [DCJ06, JSS01, Jackson02, Jackson06] d) Model checking for UML state machines [LM99, SK01] and USE [GBR03] for UML/OCL.

For future research, we aim to take advantage on design language to achieve scalable code-level checking.
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